Recognition Committee
On the Spot Awards
Workers found working safely
July Winners
Steve Perry - Gradel
Sterling Fyckes - RMF
Jerry Eiker - Advanced
Gregory Davis - RMF
All winners receive a $25 gift card.

July Winners
Scott Hinebaugh - AA Boos
Dan Lajti - URS
Mike Poling - AA Boos
Dan Lajti - URS
All winners receive a $25 gift card.

Employee of the Month
July 2011
Mike Kaylor
RMF
He received a $50 gift card!

Contractor of the Month
HOLLAND
July 2011
Congratulations!

We Believe In ZERO Contractors
As of 8/26/11
1486 days No LTA
**Way To GO!**

This Month’s Safety Inspection Report

**Things to watch out for:**

- Make sure that the lanyard you are using is the correct length for the height you are working at. Make sure it is not too long.
- In your work areas, be sure to keep all electrical cords out and away from water.

**Reminder:**

Please remind your employees to keep turning in their *Near Miss Reports!*

**Positive Findings:**

- Found workers had made a wooden protector to guard the on/off switch of a machine so that the switch would not be bumped on accidently.
- Observed a crew that had set up specific wash stations for a dusty concrete job.
- Saw some workers using yellow safety glasses in place of clear so that they were able to see better in a dusty situation.

---

**Great Catch Winners**

**July 2011**

Let’s continue to find those near misses and turn them in, as an effort to keep everyone safe!

---

Thank you for not walking by!

---

**Middough**

Performance You Trust™

Getting to Know the Nested

Middough has recently received several safety awards from organizations whose members include existing and prospective clients.

- The Three Rivers Manufacturer’s Association, in Joliet, IL, presented Middough with the “Award for Meritorious Performance” for working the entire year of 2010 without an OSHA reportable injury in the facilities represented by their membership.
- The Northwest Indiana Business Round Table (NWIBRT) presented Middough with their “Achievement” award for having an OSHA total recordable injury rate below the national average, having an Experience Modification Rate (EMR) less than 0.9, and for having a safety management system that meets or exceeds the requirements of the NWIBRT.
- The Husky Lima refinery recognized Middough and the other contractors on-site for working one year without a lost time injury.

---

**Third Quarter October 2010 Bulletin Board Schedule**

Please have your board complete on October 1st

---

**To Infinity and Beyond!**

UIS website is up and running! Here is the web address:
http://toledobp.com/pages/cm/uis.htm